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exeCuTive summary

 Apple is the leading innovator in technology and electronic devices. Over 

twenty years have passed since Apple introduced itself and, today, they are the 

best-known brand in the world. However, Apple’s competitors have caught up with 

the company, and a fresh, creative advertising campaign is needed.

 For the campaign, Coral Creations created the slogan “Everyday, Apple.” This 

slogan will relate closely to the target audience. The campaign is primarily targeted 

to the millennials (age 18-34) with our secondary target audience consisting of 

college students in the United States. We chose this because it will increase brand 

awareness and brand loyalty. According to our research, college students do not 

have a strong brand loyalty to particular brands, so we hope to increase brand 

loyalty within the younger target. 

 Our advertising budget is $800 million—just a little more than the budget 

in 2012. As a company, we decided to spend more in outdoor advertising and sales 

promotions. By doing so we will increase the likelihood of reaching the millennials. 

 

There will be special promotions directed to college students studying at larger 

universities. Outdoor ads, like billboards and bus wraps, will be placed in major 

cities across the country. Internet ads are pre-role and will run in websites, like 

Hulu. TV commercials will run during shows predominantly watched by millennials, 

i.e. The Office, Saturday Night Life, Big Bang Theory, Modern Family, and Sons of 

Anarchy. Print ads will be placed within well-known newspapers and magazines 

targeted to our younger audience, such as Cosmopolitan, Rolling Stone, and GQ. 

Our total reach for our primary target audience is 65% with a frequency of 4, and 

our secondary target audience total reach is 80% with a frequency of 2.  

 While maintaining Apple’s unique products, our plan will bring new 

costumers to Apple and will increase brand attitude by 20% within 12 months. 

Because we are targeting a younger audience, this will increase brand loyalty in 

the future. We also recommend Apple to organize more philanthropically events 

to gain awareness by the millennial audience.
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Ps of Marketing

siTuaTion analysis

Due to its techonological innovations, Apple has been number one 
in the electronic equipment industry. According to the report, Tim 
Cook recently said the company has an eye on entering new product 
categories in 2014—an iWatch is expected to be a marquee product. 
Instead of focusing on Apple TV, Apple has made the decision to 
focus much of its resources on pushing out an iWatch, a smart watch 
that can run applications like an iPhone—it’s basically an iPhone in 
a watch form.

Apple falls under the electronic equipment industry. Apple provides 
several types of electronic devices from computers and laptops, 
smart phones and tablets, music players, software, and operating 
system.

Primary Research

Industry Evaluation

Place: Apple is a U.S. based internationally 

traded company.

People: Customers are a key to the company’s 

success, mainly due to brand loyalists.

Product:  Apple’s  products include iPhone, 

iPad, iPod, MacBook, iMac, iTouch, iOS, iCloud, 

iTunes, Apple TV, and other electronic platforms.

Price: Apple’s price reflects its superior qual-

ity products. They are sophisticated resylting in a 

price that is high compare to competitors.  

Promotion: Apple Inc. spent over $700 mil-

lion on advertising and promotions in the U.S. 

last year.
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Apple has many products in different 
industry segments, resulting in a variety of 
competitions. Samsung Electronics has been 
the biggest competitor for Apple, because 
Samsung products are cheaper and have 
similar product features. Samsung spent over 
$850 million for ad campaign in the U.S. last 
year, a budget much higher than Apple’s. 

Competitive Analysis
Electronic Competitors: Samsung Electronics, Nokia, HP, LG 
Electronics, and Dell.

Operating System Competitors: Android/ Google, Microsoft 
and Blackberry as competitors. 

Retail Competition: Amazon, Best Buy, and Barnes & Noble

Category Analysis
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Strengths        
Unique products       

Successful revenue      

Leading innovator in mobile device technology    

Strong brand loyalty      

Globally recognized      

Weaknesses       
Lost vision after Steve Jobs’ death 

Highly priced products      

Competitve industry   

Unstable market share

Opportunities
Growth opportunity in the enterprise market

Emerging internationally, to provide electronic devices

Smart phones, tablet and TV market

High growth in Apple TV

Upcoming product, iWatch

Threats
Fast paced industry

Competitors offer lower prices

Samsung’ s advertising budget has been higher   

     

SWOT Analysis
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TargeT markeT

Demographics

Income: $50,000+

Age:  Millenials (18-34)
Gender:  Male and Female

Education: Some College Education

Geographics
The campaign will include all 50 states 
within the United States, and it will focus 
on each major market city.

Primary Market

Heavy Users of Electronic Devices
Well-Educated Young Professionals
Independence,  Image and Character
Refined Taste

Psychographics
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Demographics

Psychographics Geographics

Income: $10,000 or Less

Age:  Young Adults (18-24)

Gender:  Male and Female

Education: Undergraduates

Spot Campaign

Secondary Spot Market

Motivated College Students
Involved in College Activities 
Trendy
Heavy Media Users
Technology Savvy
Social Climbers

New York, NY
Los Angeles, CA
Denver, CO
Houston, TX
Austin, TX
Minneapolis, MN

Seattle, WA
Raleigh, NC
Washington,  D.C.
St. Louis, MO
Columbus, OH
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Situation Analysis 2013

Consumer Profile

Secondary ProfilePrimary Profile
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markeTing

Marketing Objectives

Targeting new users, people among millenials (18-34 
years old)

Maintain brand loyalty among current customers

Increase brand attitude for new and non-users, by 20% 
within 12 months

Maintain position as the market leader in the electronic 
equipment industry

Marketing Strategies
Selling the product values, not 
price

Providing customers innovation, 
pride and distinction 

Empathy—”Everyday. Apple.”
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“We will be with you every step of the way. 
Everyday Apple.”

The Big Idea
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Today, people are living busy and complex lives. They 
need tools to bring ease and peace of mind. Apple 
products address these needs and help with people’s 
every day activities. Customers can complete significant 
tasks with a click of a button or a tap of the finger. Apple’s 
sleek design and ability to remain constant gives a sense 
of status and stability to consumers.    

This campaign will show non-Apple consumers the 
simplicity and innovation Apple has to offer. It will 
remind current Apple consumers why they bought 
their products and why they continue to do so. Just 
remember: “We’ll be with you every step of the way. 
Everyday Apple” 
	 	

In a fast paced world, 
Apple allows people to see things from a simpler lens. 

It provides consumers with innovation to give them 
pride and distinction.

Positioning Statement
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CreaTive insighTs

Advertising Objectives

Advertising will maintain current brand loyalty 
with current customers.

Advertising will increase Apple brand image 
among new and non-Apple customers.

Ad campaign’s national market reach is 50% and 
spot market reach is 65% with frequency of 4.

Advertising Strategies

Our predominant mediums will be outdoor and digital, 
yet we will use magazines, cable TV, radio and movies 
(for product placement) as well.  

Special Promotions among universities and colleges 
will attract Apple’s secondary target audience, college 
students.

Digital and social media strategy.

Brand awareness through billboards.

Non-traditional advertising installments to attract 
attention and gain traffic with customers.
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adverTising Campaign

Print Vehicles:
Magazines

Cosmopolitan 
Rolling Stone
Maxim
Vogue
GQ

Newspapers

USA Today 
New York Times
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V/O: Male speaker, late 20’s, medium-low pitched voice | SPX: Cheerful, medium-slow tempo song

V/O: Experiencing the joys of new love,

V/O: sharing precious images, V/O: Or enlightening your family. You can count on Apple to 
be with you every step of the way. Everyday Apple. 

V/O: Life’s changes should be embraced. Whether you are 
beginning a new career, 

TV Vehicles:
National Channels

Cable Channels

MTV
ABC Family
TBS
ESPN
FX



everyday.apple 16V/O: Young man, early 20’s, medium-pitched voice | SFX: 

V/O: College is a 
time to experience 
it all. 

V/O: in class . . . V/O: With friends . . .

V/O: And when you’re studying 
late in to the night . . .

V/O: Or when 
you’re suppose to 

be studying

V/O: But know it will all be 
worth it in the end. We will 
be with you every step of 
the way. Everyday Apple. 

Kaskade- Atmosphere



advertising campaign 2013
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media insighTs

Media Objectives
Reach Primary Target Audience with 65% reach and a 
frequency of 4.

Reach Secondary Audience with 65% reach and a 
frequency of 3.

Media Strategies
Specific media vehicles, intended 
audience uses.

Flighting schedule strategy to max-
imize budget in 8 month campaign 
divided into 3 cycles
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FEB. MAR. APRIL JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. NOV. DEC.

PROMOTIONS

ONLINE

PROMOTIONS

Print

Television

Outdoor

Online General

Mobile

Instagram

Installation

Heavy Use Medium Use Light Use

Media Schedule
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Media Breakdown

Increase ad spending $85 million from 2012

Keep majority of advertising in television spots
 Better tool for presenting product
 More suitable or national campaign

Next large portion of media Promotions & social media
 Highly effective to increase brand awareness
 Keep loyalty strong in future

Print consists of small portion 
 Appearing in more sophisticated publications
 Reach socioeconomically elite audience 

Higher than typical outdoor budget
 Non-traditional medium added for promotions
 Try something new for Apple 
 Catch attention & retain new & non-users

No radio 
 Not a good medium to do the Apple brand justice
 Previously a small portion of the budget

Internet & mobile kept moderately small 
 Can be disregarded to most consumers
 Becomes wasteful
 Keeping it because it’s inexpensive
 Mobile added because of increase popularity
  among target audience
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publiC relaTions

Sales Promotions 
We suggest product demonstrations as a push tactic.
 
This will stimulate trial- for Apple brand guarantees and 
rebates.

As a result, this will increase usage among consumers of 
Apple brand Instagram contests.

We recommend Apple to make promotion events on 
university campuses around the U.S. to reach the secondary 
target audience—college students. This demonstration will 
work effectively because younger audiences like hands-on 
experience—trying the product before buying. 

 
We will do product demonstration to attract more non-
Apple users and to increase brand loyalty to Apple users. 
Along with product demonstration, we will offer guarantees 
and rebates among the target audiences. Also, they don’t 
have a lot of money to spend so rebates will help change 
their mind about purchasing an Apple product. 
 
We recommend Apple to host an Instagram contest among 
its users because Instagram is the fastest growing social 
media and it will easily increase brand awareness. We believe 
that pushing tactics like product demonstration, using 
guarantees and rebates, and Instagram contests will make 
the campaign successful. 
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Data Based Marketing
By considering that our target audience is the millennials, 
internet message is the best marketing database for Apple 
consumer segment. Direct mail would be a waste unless we 
are planning to offer a large discount coupon. 
Because millennials have grown up with the technology, 
reaching them using that same technology is the best 
option. They spend time browsing, social networking, and 
reading emails on the internet from their electronic mobile 
devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.) every day. So, internet 
message will be very effective to reach our target audience. 

Sponsorships
We recommend Apple sponsors Art and Design contests in 
colleges.
Apple is known for their simplistic design and easy to 
operate devices. Often, people believe Apple is the best 
device for Art and Design students because its graphic 
qualities provided. We recommend Apple sponsors Art and 
Design contests and/or events in larger colleges to reach 
the right market.
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Public Relations
We suggest Apple adds social impact to their news releases.
We suggest Apple to add social impact because it will allow for a greater connection to our customers/consumers. People love 
seeing big brand companies getting involved with the community and or trying to make a difference in some way. One thing 
we could release right away is Apple’s tremendous movement toward 100 percent clean, renewable energy. 

Philanthropy
Relating back to our campaign, “Every day Apple,” we recommend Apple to do a more active scholarship and charity programs 
for college students and non-profit organizations in the world. 

To improve Apple’s image, creating awareness and building good relations with the public, we suggest Apple to increase 
its charity—give back to the community and to scholarship funds. Unlike its competitors, Apple hasn’t been very active in 
philanthropy. Many customers know that Apple is now the number one company that has gained significant revenues in the 
last few years, so Apple needs to step up and create a more positive image to the public. Along with our campaign theme, 
targeting millennials and college students, we recommend Apple to do a more interactive charity to college students in need.
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Campaign budgeT
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Campaign evaluaTion

Evaluation

To evaluate our communication objectives in brand attitude and brand loyalty, we will do surveys of scaling 
questions about consumers’ perception in Apple, both pre-campaign and post-campaign. These surveys 
will be available in Apple stores and online. 

To evaluate media objectives, we will closely analyze the measure expected Gross Impressions and the 
actual impressions in all of the media. 

We will evaluate sales promotions that we do in universities and colleges by analyzing the number of 
rebates redeemed. 
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Campaign summary

After four months of extensive research we have created a campaign appropriate for the current market. 
An aspect we really focused on was the lack of brand loyalty the millennial audience has. 

However, Apple can take advantage of this and increase brand attitude toward this audience, which 
eventually leads to brand loyalty. Due the competitors also targeting the millennials, Apple should have a  
slightly higher advertising budget than years prior.

We believe in our research. We also believe it will help Apple maintain there spot as number one within the 
electronic devices industry. 

As a result, this campaign will increase brand loyalty within our younger target audience.



Brittani Curley Nurainy Darono Alisha Sweeney Tyler Tennison 


